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GIS


February’s report will be published with March. Sarah is on vacation any I did not recive her
activities report.

Technology








We ordered a new HP Generation 9 host server to add to our virtualization pool. We
anticipate that it will provide capacity to finish the Version 6 upgrade.
We checked the operational status of our equipment at the Sports Park in anticipation of
the early March start.
The failure of one of our VMWare host servers has been extended by HP not being able to
pinpoint the cause. So far the motherboard and both processors have been replaced and
the spontaneous failures continue. We are now exploring the possibility that network cards
may be causing the issue.
We are seeding (replicating backups) a backup server in preparation of moving it to the
business continuity site in Myrtle Beach.
John Quesenberry continues to work on a network redesign.
We did an analysis of our internet connections since many are reaching end of contract.
We determined that adding two connections from both Frontier and HTC would provide the
diverse routing and failover we require.

Websites






Rob has written some enhancements to the events calendar. It now includes sports tourism
events and links to the individual sites.
He is still acting in the DBA capacity. Which is taking away from trying to move NMB.US
into a cloud based environment.
We relaunched the Wellness screening app. It is a health assessment and wellness
screening appointment application.
Rob converted some training videos for streaming from our intranet site.
According to “Stat Counter” NMB.US had 232,238 unique visitors in February versus
23,479 in January. PARKS.NMB.US had 12,637 unique visitors in February compared to
9,284 in January. Aquatics and Fitness had 6,021 unique visitors in February compared to
7,334 in January. Public Safety had 3,616 unique visitors in February compared to 4,304 in
January. The Sports Park site had 10,125 unique visitors in February compared to 6,696
unique visitors in January.

